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ABSTRACT

In this paper, the basic ideas of advanced Spread Spectrum Unified Tracking Telemetry &
Command System are introduced, the approaches and strategies to reject narrowband
interference, multiple access interference and multipath interference are discussed. With
effective interference-rejection, the safety and robustness of SS-UTTCS will be improved
enormously.
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INTRODUCTION

Spread Spectrum(SS) theory & technology is developing rapidly and used widely both in
military and commerical areas. For the requirement of anti-interference and Electronic
CounterMeasure(ECM), as a way to enhance the overall performances, on the basis of SS
technology, an advanced system, which is referred to as Spread Spectrum Unified
Tracking Telemetry & Command System (SS-UTTCS), has attracted much attention. With
many advantages over a traditional frequency-division unified carrier system (Unified S-
band System, etc.),it is more suitable for aerospace vehicle Tracking Telemetry &
Command (TT&C)[1]. SS-UTTCS has excellent anti-interference characteristics. But this
doesn’t mean all problems have been resolved. So far, the actual anti-interference ability
doesn’t function as satisfactory as desired, which shows that a simple spread spectrum
system is still fragile. In this paper,

the basic ideas of SS-UTTCS will be introduced firstly,then the approaches and strategies
to reject narrowband interference,multipath interference,and multiple access interference



which is the unique problem in code-division multiple access or code-division multiplex
system,will be discussed in detail.

BASIC IDEAS OF SS-UTTCS

Spread Spectrum Unified Tracking Telemetry & Command System ( SS-UTTCS ) is an
advanced TT&C system developed from unified carrier TT&C system,which transmit all
kinds of signals in TT&C system through one carrier frequency by way of SS
technology,sharing common frequency and equipments.It's basic ideas include:

i)Spread Spectrum transmission (telemetry,telecontrol,communication,etc.) and Pseudo
Noise PN code radar.They are the bases of SS-UTTCS theory.

ii)Dual-purpose PN code.One PN sequence is used for spreading data's spectrum and for
rangemeasuring as well.This idea is employed widely.ln some cases,it can simplify system
construction. For example,in single-target & single TT&C station system,telecontrol data
is spread by PN sequence firstly,then the data-bearing PN signal is taken as interrogating
signal; On vehicle(target),Iocal synchronized PN sequence is established at first, then it is
used for despreading telecontrol dataat the same time,telemetry data is spread by the
synchronized PN sequence and the data-bearing PN signal is taken as responding signal.

iii)CDMA/CDM.In multi-station or multi-target TT&C systems, different near-orthogonal
PN sequences are assigned for different stations or targets to share the same carrier
frequency,this is known as Code-Division Multiple Access(CDMA) SS-UTTCS.1f there
are several kinds of signal in one station or target,so different near-orthogonal PN
sequences are assigned for SS modulation of different signals,then they are transmitted
through a common radio frequency,this is known as CodeDivision Multiplex
(CDM).CDMA and CDM can be simutaneously used in a system.

iv)Sharing a common channel with a non-SS signal.Because a SS signal has very low
power spectrum density,it can coexist with another non-SS signal,which may be narrow-
band or wide-band.Signalcomposition can be accomplished in baseband,intermediate
frequency(IF) or radio frequency(RF).The composition coefficient of the SS signal should
be much smaller than the non-SS signal.With SS processing gain,after correlation
despreading in receiver,the SS signal can be obtained.For extracting the non-SS signal,the
SS signal may be considered as noise in many cases.lf high precision and high signal to
noise ratio(SNR) are required,the SS signal should be substracted linearly from the
received signal to obtain non-SS signal.

v)I/Q orthogonal carrier transmission.Namely, orthogonal cosine and sine carrier offer two
independent channels with only one carrier frequency and transceiver equipment. It is an



important technique in SS-UT-FCS.Completely different PN codes with different
structures and lengths can be modulated in an I/Q carrier,and CDMA/CDM can be
independently used in the I/Q channel respectively. Furthen-nore,SS signals and non-SS
signals can be transmitted in the I/Q channel respectively. I/Q orthogonal transmission is
used in GPS and TDRSS.A long period sequence and a short period sequence are
transmitted through an I/Q carrier,to implement fast acquisition of long period sequences
with the guidance of a short period sequence.

vi)Tracking wideband unified signal and measuring angle with interferometer phase-
comparison for there may be no carrier component in balanced PSK signaling.

Unified carrier frequency transmission is the aim of SS-UTTCS. With SS techniques, we
have more flexible ways to realize the unification.SS-UTTCS has high performance such
as anti-interference and low-intercept probability to meet the requirements of electronic
war(EW).

ANTI-INTERFERENCE PROBLEMS OF SS-UTTCS

There are many research subjects in SS-UTTCS such as high dynamic tracking,doppler
shiftacquisition of long PN sequence,high gain despreading in low SNR.Another important
problem is the anti-interference performances and strategies analysis of SS-UTTCS. The
ability to suppress interference is determined mostly by SS processing gain.Furthennore,it
depends on the forms of interference and the structure of despreading receiver.

On the environment of ECM and EW,the typical interference is large power narrowband
interference(NBI),which cann't be rejected with only processing gain.How to effectively
deal with NBI has a bearing on the safety of SS-UTTCS.Similar problem should be solved
in the coexisting SS and non-SS system.Multiple Access Interference(MAI) and near-far
effect are the special problems in CDWCDMA SS-UTTCS.Especially in CDMA multi-
station or multi-target systems,with a measuring range of 1--IOOKm,serious near-far effect
may result in missing some signals or targets.Another problem is Multipath Interference
(MPI),which is intensively discussed in celluar mobile communications. MPI is tolerant in
high altitude or out-airspace TT&C.But in low-altitude T-f&C System,MPI should be
taken seriously.

Because SS-UTTCS operates in low SNR,good interference rejection approaches play
important roles in assuring a safe and robust TT&C System.In the latter portion of this
paper,the strategies to reject these three kinds of interference and the comprehensive
adaptive rejection method are discussed.



NARROWBAND INTERFERENCE

Generally,there are four kinds of approaches for NBI rejection:

i)NBI can be spread to wideband due to the inherent processing gain of SS-UTTCS, so
NBI is turned into a wideband interference with relatively low power spectrum
density.This process exists in any SS system.VA-iile the power of NBI is too strong and
SS gain is reluctant,the following approaches should be considered.

ii)Adaptive filtering technique.SS signal is a wideband process,its current and future values
can't be readily predicted from its past values.On the other hand, NBI, being a narrowband
process,can indeed have its current and future values predicted from past values.So the
received signal may be sampled in the chip rate of the PN sequence,and a prediction filter
can be used to cancel NBI.Two techniques of tapped delay line (TDL) architecture and
transform domain processing have been described in the overview paperl'3.Several
nonlinear prediction algorithms have been proposed in recent years.

iii)Phase Locked Loop(PLL) interference rejection.1f NBI is both sufficiently narrowband
and sufficiently strong to allow a PLL to achieve phase-lock on it in the presence of the
desired SS signal and thermal noise,it is possible to form a composite estimation(phase and
amplitude) of NBI and subtract it from the received signal.

iv)Adaptive antenna bearnforming technique.Adaptively adjust the weights of the vector of
unitantenna array to receive a signal in a specified orientation to escape from interference
entering into the receiver.

Adaptive filtering and PLL interference rejection approaches belong to signal processing
techniques which can be easily implemented inside the receiver.So they are the primary
approaches for NBI resistance, and for signal separation in the coexisting system of SS and
narrowband signals.Adaptive antenna bearnforming is relatively complicated.But it escape
from interference at the input of the receiver to avoid receiver-blocking resulting from
strong interference,we should pay attention to this technique.

MULTIPLE-ACCESS INTERFERENCE

Multiple-Access Interference(MAI),another name is Co-Channel Interference(CCI), exists
in SSUTTCS with multiple PN sequences(CDMA or CDM) due to the incomplete
orthogonality.One important problem resulting from MAI is the near-far effect.In CDM or
CDMA SS-UTTCS, as for certain PN sequence-modulated signals,other PN sequence-
modulated signals are all taken as interference,if the latter's power is much larger than the
desired signal's power,strong interference components can be found in the output of the



correlator or the matched filter(MF), so traditional despreading receivers can't work
well.The rejection methods are as follows:

i)Signal design of PN codes.The objective is to decrease the cross-correlation among PN
sequences, if the number of the desired sequences is small,searching optimum sequences
with low cross-correlation values to resist MAI is practicable.

ii)Spread Spectrum Synchronous Access ( SS-SA ) techniques.If the start points of all PN
sequences and datas can be controlled properly,the received phase of different PN
sequences and datas can be synchronous.Thus the cross-correlation values after
despreading close to zero and part-crosscorrelation doesn't exist.Considering CDM signal
or CDMA signal with central-points,it is easy to implement SS-SA in the link of central-
points to sub-points, but difficult in the link of sub-points to central-points. In SS-UTTCS,
the distances or time delay between sub-points and central-point is time-varied,they can be
controlled in real-time only when a closed feedback loop between subpoints and central-
points can be established,but this isn't realistic.

iii)Power control technique.It can mitigate MAI and be used in current CDMA mobile
communication, but it's very complex.In SS-UTTCS, as for SS-SA, a closed feedback loop
is required, so it isn't realistic either.

iv)Multi-User Detection(MUD). It's a new technique developing in CDMA mobile
communication,which will replace current power control and SS-SA methods to become
the primary MAI rejection approach. It's different from power control and SS-SA,for it's
essentially a kind of signal processing technique without increasement of system
complexity,so it is practicable in SSUTTCS.It has two architectures:

a)Optimurn receivers banks of correlators or matched filters(MFs) are employed to
estimate MAI,then MAI is canceled through certain digital filtering algorithms.It was
proposed by S.Verdu in 1986,on the basis of maximum likelihood criteria,with good
performance,but it requests for large amounts of side information such as
amplitude,phase,timing and PN code,etc.It has a complexity which grows exponentially
with the number of PN sequences.In 1990,M.K.Varanasi proposed a suboptimurn MUD
with decision-feedback structure,and R.Lupas proposed a kind of decor-relator. Both of
them have a complexity which is roughly linear in the number of PN sequences.The
decorrelator is robust to amplitude.In 1996,an adaptive decorrelator detector was proposed
by U.Mift-a,which is robust to the number of PN sequences.

b)Minimiun-mean-sequence-error(MMSE) receiver.The typical tapped-delay-line(TDL)
structure is always used in this type of receiver.It needs no side information other than the
code timing.It is proposed by S.L.Miler,and recently they proposed a joint algorithm for



code timing estimation and interference rejection.Sorne training periods are needed in the
MMSE receiver.

MULTIPATH INTERFERENCE

Multipath interference(MPI) may be considered as the composition of multiple signals with
the same waveform structure but different time delay and different amplitude MPI results
in severe channel fading with Raleigh or Rice distribution for amplitude.ln conventional
communication and TT&C system,MPI is a knotty problem,many techniques such as
diversity combining,equalization and Mary coding have been studied.In SS-UTTCS,we
find obvious benefits for MPI suppression.

i)The inherent anti-MPI ability of a SS system. Frequency selective fading exists in SS
channel for the bandwidth of SS signal is much higher than channel coherence
bandwidth.MPI has little correlation with the desired direct-reached signal if multipath
delays are no smaller than a chip duration.So UTI can be taken as a kind of wideband
noise.The rejection degree to wideband noise depends on SS processing gain.

ii)Multipath spread spectrum implict diversity.The strategy to take multipath signal as
wideband interference doesn't utilize the advantage of the SS signals. Especially while
MPI is a strong signal, SS processing gain is not sufficient to cope with MPI,only using the
inherent anti-MPI ability of SS system can't function properly.At this time,MPI can be
resolved according to a chip duration unit.Because the delayed versions of the waveform
suffer from independent fading,they can be used as diversity branches.Namely a kind of
diversity approach is provided by multipath:multipath spread spectrum implict diversity.It
is different from the traditional diversity for it is based on a correlation processing
technique without increasing the system complexity.This kind of receiver is referred to as a
RAKE receiver.Equal gain combing(EG-C) or maximum ratio combing(MRC) schemes
can be used for diversity combing.

In conventional TT&C systems, the telemetry rate is restricted by channel coherence
bandwidth to avoid frequency selective fading.But in SS-UTTCS,this restriction can be
released by way of increasing SS processing gain.If chip duration is sufficiently small and
SS processing gain is sufficiently high, the telemetry rate can be higher than the coherence
bandwidth.When path implict diversity is employed,in order to avoid intersymbol
interference(ISI),it is normally required that the data rate be lower than the coherence
bandwidth.The benefit is reflected in the improvement of the sensitivity of the receiver.



COMPREHENSIVE ADAPTIVE INTERFERENCE REJECTION

From discussion above,we see that no matter NBI,MAI or MPI rejection,adaptive signal
processing is the basic technology.Most previous and current research only deals with
certain kinds of interference.In many cases,several kinds of interference exists
simutaneously.So that several hardware architectures and several algorithms should be
composited in the receiver,which degrades the reliability and systems overall
performance,increasing the size and complexity of receiving equipment.It is a valuable
subject to study a unified hardware architecture and a comprehensive adaptive algorithm
for comprehensive adaptive rejection of several interferences.Some receivers have been
proposed to reject two kinds of interference(NBI & MAI,MPI & MAI).But in a more
severe envirom-nent, such as low-attitude multi-station or multi-target TT&CNBI,MPI
and MAI all need to be considered at this time.

In the IEEE Comrn.Mag. ( May 1995 ) a group of papers on "software radios" was
published. "Software Radios" is referred to as the third revolution of radio
communication.Many new communication systems are springing up now, the requirement
for coexisting and interconnecting with other systems is becoming imperative.The
traditional systems are composed of multifarious components and devices.It can't fit in
with this situation.The basic idea of "Software Radios" includes:i)establish a unified
hardware architecture at the platform of radio communication;ii)all communication signal
processing modules are implemented in software forms.So the overall structure is
standardized and flexible having different functions merged.

The development of software radios offers an important way to solve the comprehensive
adaptive interference rejection problem.The radio frequency(RF) signal is first down-
converted to an intermediate frequency(IF) signal.Then it is digitized, and DSP parallel
processing technique are employed.In this way, the rejection of severe interference can
be implemented in a unified hardware architecture and a unified processing algorithm.

CONCLUSION

The vehicle TT&C system is requested more and more safe and robust.With good anti-
interference performance and low-intercept probability,SS technology is used widely.At
the same time, some problems are brought about(NIAI,etc).Another important problem is
how to improve the performance of the SS system. So the anti-interference strategies
have attracted much attention.At present,the rejection of NBI and MPI have been well-
researched.MUD technique is putting into practice.Further investigation is needed to find
a comprehensive adaptive interference rejection approach.
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